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SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV’s flight panel is equipped with 30x HD camera and megaphone, which adopts 4G equipment to transfer the live scenes back to

the command hall in real time. Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV’s long-haul function provides the command center’s rapid and reasonable police arrangement

with powerful real-time situations.

Visible and smart management in the jurisdiction area, to take preventive measures; through collecting geographical information in the jurisdiction area, establish
accurate 3D image database rapidly, to realize 3600 visualization for the information about all buildings in the jurisdiction area, and conduct timely preventive

management, so as to set up urgent solution plan accurately and realize visualized police allocation as well as build a 3D smart police system; 2. Police patrol, public
security arrangement, urgent patrol and border patrol; 3600 panoramic view is able to make up the disadvantages that fixed monitors and patrol personnel might

encounter blind angles. Good response and all-around ground monitoring enables when emergency happens, any small change will be transferred to the command

center immediately. 3. On-site command, call-out in the air, evacuation; call-out in the mass emergency to make the situation under control; under urgent situations,
UAV is able to arrive on site immediately to evacuate crowd and traffic; 4. Keep security stability, situation control, warning and dispersal.

Solution to public Security

Police enforcement

UAV’s Air patrol 



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

For the border enforcement, the response should be fast due to long distance, multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV’s flight panel is

equipped with 30x HD camera and megaphone for border patrol, it adopts 4G equipment to transfer the live scenes back to the

command hall in real time. Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV’s long-haul function provides the command center’s rapid and

reasonable police arrangement with powerful real-time situations. It integrates four functions of “Warning, monitor, deterrent and

evidence taking” together, 3600 panoramic view is able to make up the disadvantages that fixed monitors and patrol personnel might

encounter blind angles. Good response and all-around ground monitoring enables when emergency happens, any small change will be

transferred to the command center immediately.

Solution to electric power 
inspection

Channel inspection

Visible light channel inspection

Solution to public security

Border monitoring

UAV border patrol



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV has the following performance: Easy operation, vertical take-off and landing, low requirement for take-off and

landing environment, controlled flight range, hovering, safe and reliable, long flight duration; it is equipped with 30x HD camera for transfer target

image in real time, which is facilitate for the armed police to analyze and make arrest plan for precise strike. 1. Catch criminals and conduct rapid

arrest for suspects and armed criminals; 2. On-site direction, call-out in the air, crowd and traffic evacuation; call-out in the mass emergency to make

the situation under control; under urgent situations, UAV is able to arrive on site immediately to evacuate crowd and traffic; 3. Keep security stability,

situation control, warning and dispersal; under the following situations of illegal gathering, parade, crowd conflict, riot and smash, fire tear gas in the

air enables to disperse criminals and control the situation not to get worse.

Solution to public Security

Armed police enforcement

UAV armed police enforcement



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV’s flight panel is equipped with 30x HD camera and megaphone, which adopts 4G equipment to transfer the live scenes back to
the command hall in real time. Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV’s long-haul function provides the command center’s rapid and reasonable police arrangement

with powerful real-time situations. 1. Monitor targets in anti-terrorist and conflict resolution period; 3600 panoramic monitoring, UAV low altitude shooting, transfer the
situations including number of criminals and casualties back to the command center, and then the command center will make reasonable allocation for police, rescue
people and firemen based on UAV’s image, to work with the police for arresting criminals rapidly and precisely. 2. For urgent violence issues, UAV is able to enter into

dangerous area, and make continuous shooting for live scene, to provide the police with precious data. 3. For anti-explosion search, UAV is able to track and monitor all
escape styles, and UAV could be equipped with infrared device for monitoring criminals in the night, and search them in the jungles. 4. For rabble issues, UAV conducts

all-around monitoring for target area, and offers evidence for accident liability; UAV is equipped with megaphone for transmitting message from the government; 5.
Provide powerful guarantee in the air for monitoring mass gathering.

Solution to electric power 
inspection

Channel inspection

Visible light channel inspection

Solution to public security

Anti-terrorist

UAV anti-terrorist & anti-hazard



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV is equipped with 30x HD camera and megaphone, which conducts patrol for high way and transfers real-time video back and

saves all history information, to form a patrol database. 2. HD video evidence: UAV has many advantages including fast speed, long-haul and high flight altitude, and it

could be equipped with HD digital camera, to make clear shooting and video recording for real-time situations on the ground, so it is very good for daily patrol and

collecting data of road condition. 2. Traffic control: when illegal or unauthorized behaviors including accident escape on high way, UAV is able to make long-distance and
longtime track and positioning for the faulty vehicles, and guide law-enforcement officer to intercept and dispose, so it avoids the danger that enforcement vehicle

directly intercepts and even chases after the faulty vehicles on high way, to improve personnel safety. 3. Emergency management: when traffic congestion, accidents or

fire occurs on high way, UAV is able to fly to the incident site immediately without terrain restriction and disturbance, and it could transfer the video of live scene in the

air to the road direction and control center. It could get a bird eye-view on traffic situations, which is facilitate for road control authority’s overall management, direction

and correct guide, to solve traffic congestion issues. 4. Evidence for illegal behaviors: when illegal behaviors occur on high way, it could call out for dispersal and keep
evidence for illegal behavior.

Solution to public Security

Traffic management

UAV traffic enforcement



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

Marine current is quite turbulent, big wave and wind speed. Multi-rotary petrol-electric hybrid UAV is able to fly under level 7 gust, and it is equipped with HD camera for
air patrol around all platforms on the sea, to find out safety risk of the construction in time; it is able to conduct long time hovering above the platform, monitor all

emergencies on the sea and conduct fixed-point monitoring, transfer real-time video back, and adopts 4G equipment to transfer live scene back to the command hall in
real time, to provide the command center’s rapid and reasonable police arrangement with powerful real-time situations. UAV has the following features including
flexibility, high efficiency, low cost, low loss, powerful monitoring capability and wide coverage, which is very suitable for marine safety monitoring services. 1. Marine

patrol enforcement, investigate and collect evidence as well as urgent response; conduct effective and continuous track for illegal ship, collect evidence and solve
problems for some illegal behaviors; 2. Marine search and rescue: it is equipped with infrared dual light camera which is able to identify colors for audio target and

objects without temperature within the field of view, and then ground staff identify them and guide the helicopter and ship to rescue targets. 3. Ship’s oil spill and
drainage monitoring as well as urgency action; it also uses multispectral imaging radar for monitoring oil spill in the night. 4. Navigation mark inspection: UAV’s task
equipment are used for rapid patrol of navigation mark, to report their work status effectively, to avoid aimless patrol.

Solution to electric power 
inspection

Channel inspection

Visible light channel inspection

Solution to maritime affairs

Marine law enforcement

UAV marine time patrol 



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY

For public security enforcement, border control, armed force enforcement, anti-terrorist and traffic control, this vehicle control system should be equipped with, which is
able to arrive on site immediately to make rapid allocation. The vehicle control system is equipped with 4G equipment to transfer live scene back to the command hall

in real time, to provide the command center’s rapid and reasonable arrangement with powerful real-time situations. As a special vehicle for multi-rotary petrol-electric
hybrid UAV, Dunshan intelligent control vehicle has four-wheel drive power, which is suitable for operations in different complex conditions, so it solved the issues under
special environments, transport, storage and control when industrial UAV is conducting tasks. It integrates vehicle control platform, internet and UAV operation platform

together, and it realized the following functions: one-button intelligent operation from vehicle control platform (automatic open/shut cabin door, automatic take-off and
landing in tarmac, UAV automatic fixation and precise landing), UAV one-button release and recovery, refuel in the vehicle and video 4G transfer back. The vehicle

control platform has the performances of waterproof, dustproof, lightening protection, antimagnetic, quakeproof and constant interior temperature, so it is much easier
to realize UAV rapid allocation, response and solve complex and urgent situations.

Solution to public Security

Overall solution

UAV vehicle control platform



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY 

SMART EAGLE-15mini
Petrol-electric hybrid rotor UAV is 

able to fly 2 hours for 2 minutes 
refuel, keep normal flight under 

level 7 gust, one-button start is 
supported, automatic ignition in 

the air, automatic return alerted by 

primary low voltage, In-situ landing 
alerted by secondary low voltage.

Dunshan Intelligent 
Control Vehicle

It integrates vehicle control system, 
internet and UAV control system 

together, to realize rapid allocation, 

response and solve complex and 

urgent situations.

30x HD Camera
It is equipped with 30x optical lens 

and 6x digital zoom function. 
When inspecting electric tower 

and wind generator, UAV is not 
required to approach the 

equipment, which is able to 

observe and record equipment 
details in the distance.

Megaphone
It is lightweight and elegant，the weight 

is less than 400g, easy operation，DJI 
SKYPORT standard interface，use it once 

connecting, clear voice, DJI lightbridge
data link is used for data upload, avoid 

data distortion effectively, smart 

transform between words and voice. 
Through special APP word editing, voice 

is transformed smartly, to avoid 
inaccurate pronunciation.



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY 

PRODUCT 30X HD CAMERA

Dimension 152×137×61 
mm Lens 30x optical lens 

Weight 556 g FOV 63.7°－2.3°

Camera
parameters

Sensor
CMO, 1/2.8" 

Effective 
pixel: 2.13

million

Digital zoom 6x

Min. focusing
distance

10 mm -
1200 mm

Image storage 
format JPEG

Work 
temperature -10 to 45℃ Work mode 

Picture mode 
video mode and 
playback mode

AE Lock support Electronic shutter 
speed 1/30-1/6000 sec

PRODUCT LASER RADAR

Model MP-120 App display ratio 4：3

Weight <400g App upload
speed 500 byte/s

Power 10 w Load interface DJI SKYPORT

Pitch angle 0~900 Communication 
method lightbridge

Max. pitch 
speed 900 /s Sound diffusion

angle 60 degree

Audio saving
format MP3、WAV Distance in 

control Max 7km

System for APP Android 5.0
and above Protection level IP43



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY 

PRODUCT HDMI HD LIVE ENCODER

Audio & video input HDMI 1，resolution：1024×768/60Hz，1280×720/60Hz，
1280×1024/60Hz， 1920×1080p/60Hz

video input 1，3.5mm interface（use together with intercom）

Audio & video input Video output 1，VGA  video output 1，3.5mm interface (linear level，
impedence 600Ohm)

Audio & video coding Video coding standard: H.264    audio coding standing: AAC

External interface
Internet interface: 1个RJ-45 10M/100M adaptive Ethernet port SD: 

microSD card supported, serial interface: 1 RS-485 serial interface; 1, RS-
232 serial interface hardware reset interface: supported

Power dissipation ≤6W

Work humidity 10%～90%

Weight ≤1Kg

Work temp. -10℃--＋55℃



SOLUTION TO PUBLIC SECURITY 
PRODUCT GROUND STATION

Type of housing medium military trolley suitcase imported from USA

Box cover size L60cm*W45cm*H27cm

Weight 18kg

Shell material Polypropylene composite 

Protection level IP67 dustproof and waterproof

Work temp. -10℃ to 50℃

Portable features Ready-to-use，box cover is tri-proof transport，built-in rod

Panel material 3K carbon fibre

Keyboard 86 key touchpad integrated

Rocker 1024 high precision position joystick

Max Sinha distance 2.4gFCC7km CE4km



SOLUTION TO ELECTRIC POWER INSPECTION
ADVANTAGE AND DISADVANTAGE COMPARISON OF EACH TYPE OF UAV

UAV TYPES ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Fixed wing Long flight duration, long flight distance, fast flight speed, high flight 
height, large loading. 

Difficult operation, difficult airspace application, no hovering to 
obtain the image in certain area, not flexible in its fixed flight path; 

difficult operation, high risk, high cost, high requirement for 
take-off and landing point, runway is necessary. 

Fixed wing with 
vertical take-off 

and landing

Long flight distance, fast flight speed, high flight height, hovering, no 
runway required, low requirements for take-off and landing point, 

large loading. 

Difficult operation, difficult airspace application, no hovering to 
obtain the image in certain area, not flexible in its fixed flight path; 

difficult operation, high risk, high cost, and relative short flight 
duration. 

Helicopter 
Hovering, no runway required, good airport adaptation, flexible, long 

flight duration, good performance for special task, crosswind fly, 
inverted fly, vertical take-off and landing, and large loading. 

Very difficult operation, and very high risk, slow flight speed. 

Full electric multi 
rotary 

Easy operation, flexible, hovering, crosswind flight, inverted flight, 
vertical take-off and landing, low flight height, good motility, 

powerful performance for special tasks, low cost, simple airspace 
application, good environmental adaptability, take-off and landing 

in any places. 

Short flight duration, slow flight speed, relative short flight 
distance, small loading. 

Multi-rotary 
Petrol-electric 

hybrid

Easy operation, flexible, hovering, crosswind flight, inverted flight, 
long flight duration, vertical take-off and landing, low flight height, 

good motility, powerful performance for special tasks, low cost, long 
flight distance, simple airspace application, big loading, good 

environmental adaptability, take-off and landing in any places. 

Slow flight speed 
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Urban rescue cases in Chengdu 

APPLICATION CASES

Anti-terrorist in a city

Urban emergency 

support in Chengdu



APPLICATION CASES

Marine guarantee for 
a military force Marine Patrol 

Enforcement guarantee in 
an armed police detachment



Rapid allocation in a local police 
enforcement

APPLICATION CASES

Rehearsal in a border force HD video pass back to
ground station



APPLICATION CASES

Local police enforcement
in Chengdu

Highway enforcement in Sichuan Province in Spring festival
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ENTERPRISE HONOR

2019 UAV 
Leading 

Enterprise

Top Ten Innovative 
Brand In China’s UAV 
Industry (Security & 

Protection)

System Technology 
Innovation Award in 

2019 World UAV 
Conference

Top Ten Leader 
In China’s UAV 

Industry

Our company has been working with professional team from UNDT for two-year research & development, adopted petrol-
electric hybrid for lightweight oil-powered generator, high efficient and high-power generator. Through key technological 

breakthrough in power matching between petrol and electricity as well as intelligent hybrid power control, a series of 

“Lingdongxin” and “smart eagle” petrol-electric hybrid UAV with independent intellectual property have been developed, 
meanwhile, we worked together with Qingling Group for jointly development of Dunshan Intelligent control vehicle which is 

used for control the UAV. Our company owns more than 60 patented technology in total. 



THANK YOU


